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It is with great pleasure, I would like to recommend Kenneth G
Reinheimer III, MBA and Lindsey Reinheimer Loss of Chamberlin &
Reinheimer Insurers Inc. 215 Wyoming Ave, Scranton, PA 18503.
They have become more than our insurance brokers. I can only
describe them as dear friends to our organization, looking out for
our company's interests, safety and savings since July 2014.
We have experienced firsthand high degree of attentiveness,
professionalism, fast response to requests and dedication to our
needs going above and beyond the scope of their duties from Ken,
Lindsey and the staff of Chamberlin & Reinheimer Insurers.
Their expertise, knowledge and dedication is unmatched by others
in our experience.
In other words, we highly recommend Ken and Lindsey of Chamberlin
& Reinheimer Insurers as a great team to meet Your organization
insurance needs and more.

Gene Levit
President / Compliance Officer, Access Home Care Inc.

05/16/2017

In March of 2014 I received a call from Chamberlin & Reinheimer Insurers Inc. regarding our Workers’
Compensation Insurance. At first, we were hesitant because they reached out to us stating they could
find us a better rate than the one we currently had with SWIFT and we were leery that this was just
another sales call. Shortly thereafter, Ken provided us with a quote from UPMC and we were
thrilled. UPMC’s rate was HALF of what we were paying to SWIFT. After looking a little further into
UPMC, I was pleased with the feedback I found. It is not just for financial reasons that I would
recommend UPMC, they quickly provided us with multiple specific county physician panels and
documents to implement immediately to help protect our company and our employees moving
forward. Lastly, they are always accessible by phone, which means a lot. We are now entering our
second year with UPMC and we have had a positive experience.

Jennifer Kaisner
Business Affairs
Compassionate Home Caregivers
P.O. Box 1061
Westtown, Pa. 19395-1061
Phone: (610) 436-4890
Fax: (610) 701.6374
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To Whom It May Concern:
We have been using Chamberlin & Reinheimer for several years for our workers compensation policy.
Their staff is extremely helpful and always responsive. Last year, we were hit with two large workers
compensation claims which lead to our policy being non-renewed by Guarantee. We were turned down by
a number of different insurance companies and it looked like our only option was going to be the state
fund which was an extremely expensive option. Ken Reinheimer took the extra time to make a number of
calls to UPMC and ask them to reconsider giving us a quote. Due to his hard work, UPMC finally agreed
to give us a quote which saved us over $20,000 for the year compared to the state plan’s quote. It is great
to know that we have someone looking out for us. I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend Chamberlin &
Reinheimer to anyone. They are a top notch company who truly care about their clients and are great to
work with.

Sincerely,

Erin Carll
Erin Carll
Owner/Operator

